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CHRONICLE N°1 

The most mortal of all pandemics : fear ! 
& 

The last gorgon's combat 

The CHRONICLES OF A NEW WORLD are the extension of “the Angel’s Notebooks” 
series. The writing of these first pages were initiated as soon as the Notebooks ended 
and during the first week of the “lockdown”. From that moment, we already knew that, 
despite the next “liberation” of the planet, we absolutely should not rest on our laurels, as 
everything was left to play for !


Although the “black pawns” seemed to have lost the match, the “white pawns” were also 
part of the game. Therefore the question asked was : what were becoming the players ?


Finally, like at every game’s ending - or cycle’s ending if you prefer -, the good ones, the 
nice ones, the good…, seemed to have won the match. But was it really the end of the 
game ? Many were convinced about it… But as far as we are concerned, we had to 
continue our work, this time in order to unmask these mysterious players. 
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In reality, danger is not where everyone is watching. As it is precisely these players, real 
monsters of intelligence, who organise our world’s matrix. And they are not the ones who 
most people think of.


When we learnt about the end of “the Angel’s Notebooks'', we bursted into tears. Not 
because the Angel was letting us down - how even could he ? -, but because we knew 
that in spite of all this, we were closing the door to old paradigms and that a new stage of 
our extraordinary adventure was finally opening itself to us. Things were not over yet, far 
from it ! As humanity, soon entering the new Golden Age, was going to believe that : 
“that’s it, we have earned paradise” !


We were aware that a few people were dying after having been contaminated by this so 
called coronavirus, but we also knew, that many more people were going to be victims of 
the lockdown’s collateral damages, lies, disinformation, ignorance and mostly, from fear’s 
secondary effects and on this point, nobody will ever know the figures.


Obviously, the mainstream public who had never been warned of anything at all, 
dismayed and shocked of such horrors coming from their governments and their 
degenerated scientists, will first have to wake himself up from the soft illusion to have 
handed all of his faith over, even his life, between the hands of the chosen ones and of 
their packs of agents of the order’s upholding, all as ignorant and corrupted as them.


Even if many people were convinced that they had avoided something that was not as 
serious as they were afraid of, the “conaro-virus” pandemic will soon unveil itself as the 
most horrible and dangerous trickery of all the human’s being’s history.


As it will reveal not only for having been a common flu-like epidemic distorted through 
propagandas, lies, and broadcasted panic, which had nothing to do with reality. But it will 
appear much later that it had hidden a form of lung illness much more substantial, which 
will not have been anything else that an umpteenth form of “plague”, sent by the comet’s 
end of times.


This fear campaign will have therefore first served to cover the 
deep’s State’s dismantling, governed by the renowned illuminati 
gorgon directing our world. 


Propaganda has been used like a massive destruction weapon, or 
at least like a collective hysteria instrument, in order to drown the 
simple-minded in well-oiled rhetoric. And that is precisely what 

happened for most people.
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Hidden under this viral smoke, the goal of the financial and societal collapse, was not to 
revive the economy, like we could have believed it, but to try to take total control over the 
world.

The financial walloping had to let pass all a series of reforms, in order to authorise the 
“gorgon” of the New World Order - a gathering of private actors selected by the Zionist’s 
deep State - to take the control of the economy and create “the new capitalism of 
disaster”.


Therefore it was completely logical that the Angel and the Cassiopeans had warned that 
things were going to become even more strange and chaotic.


Indeed, the governments will have been unqualified. Shouldn’t we not rather say that they 
had to show themselves deeply stupid in order for certain 
things to be able to be done ?


The illuminati gorgon had not only planned to spread 
information that would scare people, but she planned to 
control populations by exploiting this fear. For this, she 
corrupted and manipulated our governments and their 
ministers. 


However, the most rough-and-ready mistake in the plan of the 
“New Globalist Illuminati Order”, will have been to have 
caused this viral pandemic and to have wanted to use the virus’ properties in order to 
manipulate the genetics of humanity. The New World Order’s surgeons could have never 
imagined that through breaking the universal laws, their genetic and eugenics’ 
technological little schemes were going to turn themselves back to them.
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We already knew from that moment on, that a small grain of sand was going to start 
squealing the gearwheels of the globalist planification. This grain of sand was going to 
cause society’s total collapse, unsettle humanity, then cause the first jerks of its waking-
up. 


The globalists’ plan had been shaken up and things were indeed going to start to put 
themselves back into place, but absolutely not like they were planning it. It is in this way 
that, as if by magic, the countries in war were reaching a ceasefire. The elections were 
postponed. The fuels’ prices, as well as the raw material’s ones, started to fall. Firms were 
going to benefit from tax discounts and diverse exemptions. The social protection of the 
most penniless was going to be reinforced. 


Suddenly, the atmospheric pollution rate was going down. The birds were starting to sing 
again. People were taking the time to live again. Children were learning how to stay with 
their family again. Work was not a priority anymore and was not going to remain the norm 
of a successful life. Trips and hobbies were also becoming obsolete values. 


Abruptly and in silence, thanks to the lockdown, we all had the free time to go back into 
ourselves in order to learn back the value of words again : vulnerability and solidarity. 
Even the high-end model cars, yachts, boats and planes, were at a standstill. A great part 
of humanity (at least the humans who have a soul) were spontaneously becoming united 
facing the coronavirus.


Two months will have therefore been enough to re-establish a social balance, precarious 
of course, but which was impossible to imagine before. Little by little, fear overcame 
everyone and changed sides. By freeing the poor people to go and haunt the wealthiest, 
it then reminded each individual, his humanity ! Suspended by this pause, all certainties 
became confusions. The strength of some people became their weaknesses. For others, 
the power of the wealthiest, has transformed itself for everyone, as a mutual aid and 
agreement.


The pandemic had also forced the elites - who thought of themselves as intelligent to the 
point of cloning human beings in order to hope to live eternally on other planets -, to 
realise the size of their madness and the range of their vulnerability. 

So, even if the humans were going to pay the price of a catastrophe dictated by political 
choices, this “conaro-virus” will have quite simply served to define the limit of the human 
intelligence facing the laws of the universe. 


The first questions to the Angel for these New World’s Chronicles, will have 
therefore been : We know that there exists a positive link between cometary viruses 
and the pandemic. We also knew that the Covid-19 was only a subterfuge in order to 
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hide many other realities. What had we got to understand about the contamination 
of humanity through these cometary viruses ?  

Like we have started to make an allusion to it, viruses are in reality the most powerful and 
fastest engines of human evolution. “New genetic codes, transported by the cometary 
viruses”, appear at every end of cycle, and this is what is happening currently. 


Viruses are genetic codes generated by mind-forms coming from the worlds of superior 
intelligences. They are conceived by these superior spirits in order for the human kind to 
be able to progress towards new densities of existence.


Viruses possess proteines which, when they are “activated or excited by life”, play the 
role of an antenna. By “plugging themselves” to the universe’s informational field, they 
collect the new genetic codes necessary for the soul’s progression and of the individual’s 
genome who is getting ready to change density.


Viruses are therefore powerful and fast carriers of change. This information is not yet 
accepted by the scientific establishment of your world. The eminent professors of top 
medicine are as conceited of their own person, that they are ignorant of the realities which 
govern your world of 3rd density. Like most individuals, these grand intellectuals are so 
deeply buried in their research and their specialisations, that they do not have any time to 
interest themselves in other subjects. And that is where the shoe pinches.


If they could understand that viruses are advantageous to the evolution of the human 
being and of his soul, he would simply accept to search in understanding their roles. 
They could even acquire the vital knowledge in the prevention domain, in order to help 
the most fragile population to reinforce his immunity to help him incorporate the viral 
codes that would be necessary for him.


Obviously, the human sciences are still very far from understanding that the viral 
epidemics are often essential to the natural selection of humanity, and that they can be 
crossed by a deep and real interior work on the karmic memories. It is therefore simply 
natural that the one who fights in order to eradicate the virus, drains, weakens himself for 
finally dying from it !
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That is why it must be understood that fighting against a viral infection by the 
means of a vaccine or medicine such as chloroquine (or plaquenil), would not help 
at all the progression of humanity towards other densities of existence. On the 
contrary, it would slow it down. 

Question to the Angel : 
Apparently, cometary viruses would play a crucial role in this end of cycle. In what 
way the role of these cometary viruses would be as important ? 

You have to remind yourselves that the comets travel around your solar system quite 
regularly. You also have to understand that they carry the viruses having the supporting 
proteins of programmes/memories, coming from antimatter, which contain the memories 
of other periods of time or ancient worlds of the past, such as Atlantis, Hyperborea… But 
certain viruses coming from the non-time, are these mind-forms which also carry the 
genetic codes of the future, in other words coming from your Self of the future.


Comets are residual vestiges coming from ancient planetary or cosmic disasters. 
Regularly, every 3600 years approximately, these bits and pieces cross your solar system. 
Some of them, when they enter in the terrestrial atmosphere, are reduced into dust. And it 
is this dust which carries the “viruses of the past”.
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Viruses conveyed by this cometary dust are therefore holders of the memories and 
genetic codes of your ancestors, your past. And when the comet rains crash into the 
atmosphere of your “current planet”, the cometary viruses scatter themselves in the air 
that you breathe. And finally, when they perform a transplant to the genome of your 
“modern DNA”, they start to mutate, therefore triggering diverse symptoms.


Therefore, the one who persists in his fear reflexes, trying to cure himself through 
medicine without trying to understand why his illness, which means that does not end his 
work of karmic resolution with his memories, will accumulate ancestral codes with the 
ones of his present.


At that moment and so to speak, not being able to liberate himself from his memories 
(codes from his past), his soul will be forced to reincarnate itself in 3rd density in order to 
reiterate the work.


However, as these viruses also carry the codes of your future Self, the contaminated 
individual should therefore be wise to have freed his genome of the ancient codes, in 
order for him to be able to incorporate correctly the ones of his future of 4th density.


Therefore, when a pandemic or an epidemic appears at any moment of the evolution 
of a humanity, the infected population by the virus must adapt itself, otherwise it 
disappears in an entropy cycle, a temporal loop with no end, similar to the one 
where are trapped your SDS predators of 4th density. 




You should therefore understand that each adaptive change of the amino acids of your 
genome, has viruses for origin. Their global impact on the evolution of human beings and 
mammals in general, has always made possible an extremely fast evolution of their DNA 
and make disappear the forms of life which had not adapted themselves to it. And when 
this happens in 3rd density, the viral pandemics authorise the contaminated population, 
to operate a very fast jump towards a superior level of reality. And to be precise, 
concerning the human being, towards the worlds of 4th density !
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The astrolabe of C. Pagès




This knowledge could already be demonstrated by serious searchers who have managed 
to take advantage of the analysis of the mega-data of the human’s being’s evolution. But 
for the moment, communicating that type of information is still something which is 
forbidden to them.


This data has indeed revealed the global impact of the viruses on the progression of 
human intelligence and the evolution of mammals in general. And it is only recently that 
the impact of the cometary viruses about the adaptability of man to his environmental 
change, has started to be proved with relevance.


However, the individuals already infected by the virus one or two years ago, and having 
welcomed its mutation by their own interior work, have become contaminant of an 
“evolutive” viral form which of course, has become even much more dangerous for the 
populations of the worlds of the Service to the Self.


You can now understand why the viral pandemic, which was planned like a weapon of 
biological war against humanity, will turn itself over against those who had imagined and 
created it. And why those who have built it, trapped by their own sufficiency, henceforth 
are afraid of it.


Question to the Angel : 
If we have correctly understood, in the evolutive context of the human being and of 
his progression towards a new density of reality, global vaccination or Dr Raoult’s 
treatment with hydroxychloroquine, are both of them completely useless ? 

Obviously ! Fighting a virus is not beneficial to those who have chosen to migrate towards 
the worlds of superior density. But for the population of the Service to the Self, it is better 
to get a chloroquine treatment, than to let themselves be vaccinated.


Understand well that the viral load which goes around the planet in this end of times, has 
already opened the worlds’ separations. It has already moved aside from the road 
towards renewal, the most perverted amongst the humans. These health civil servants 
and these agents of the deep State who for most of them, were not even doctors, but 
who were first of all interested by the money that they could earn by supporting the 
interest of the grand mafia-like pharmaceutical firms of Big Pharma, have already 
betrayed their soul. This elite, the most corrupted of the planet, will be recycled in a 
karmic loop of a long period of time.


It is because it was not lucrative enough, that Dr Raoult’s treatment had first been 
defamed. And in a matter of propaganda, these health civil servants did not limited 
themselves to publish fake news, as they continued to put psychological pressures on 
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french doctors, in order to bring the government to execute actions that he knew being 
useless and irresponsible and which committed him on the path of lying. 


Despite this propaganda, the public had not stayed fooled. More and more people had 
understood what was happening backstage. The understanding about the fake viral 
pandemic started to spread themselves like a powder trail. And through the effort of many 
amongst you, this knowledge has been locked in the belief center of the human’s spirit, 
giving him finally a new power : the one to refuse the reality which had been offered to 
him by the globalist gorgon. But is finally the lockdown imposed to residence which 
coerced the ignorants, in other words the ones who accepted it, of convincing themselves 
of the truth of a pandemic threat.


Question to the Angel : 
Is it possible to clarify who were the white and black pawns ? 

The black pawns have been with no doubt the personalities of the pedo-satanist sphere 
with the one of the mafia-like financial corruption, who for example counted very famous 
personalities of the global and international political world. They were the ones that you 
had recognised as being very negative psychopaths of the Service to the Self (STS -).


The white pawns as for them, would be for example represented by militaries of the US’s 
special forces, so also STS, who acted on the orders of Trump and of the White-House. 
These forces were amongst those who had not been called back the 9th of march, whilst 
the B2 bombardiers were flying towards Europe. As this bombardiers’ squadron was a 
ploy in order to make believe the Zionists in Armageddon's imminence. But while the 
latter were pleased about the next success of their plan, they were getting arrested one 
after the other by these special forces in question.

In the same run-up, covered by humanitarian help, this time russian special forces have 
also been commissioned by Poutine towards Italy, in order to put an end to the mafia-like 
practices of the Vatican and of its paedophile and Satanist lucrative organisations.


In reality, the match between the white and black pawns was a hallucinatory chess match, 
a game which the eyes of the entire world were riveted over. But the eyes riveted over this 
game could not notice what was happening under the table.


And what was happening under the table ? 

Like we had already announced it, a cosmic event - which Nasa had spotted and revealed 
to the authorities who govern your world - were soon going to cause a stop of the 
electronic systems and internet. This event, a comet supposed to crash into the Earth’s 
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atmosphere, or a solar magnetic flash, whatever, even if it would soon happen, would not 
represent the Wave’s epicentre, as this event will be caused by the STS forces of 4th 
density. But the Wave will show up during or directly following it, as it is it which will 
cause the famous souls’ harvest. Most people will therefore not even have the occasion 
to catch sight of it, but will certainly notice that the world will have changed.


This magnetic event will have the effect of setting the record straight between the players 
of 4th density. Many people are delighted by this planetary Big One, without being aware 
that the worlds’ separation was already happening. And it was happening under their 
noses. But hypnotised by the lockdown effects, very few people were noticing it.


And it is precisely this Big One in preparation which has precipitated the 3rd density 
operators to earth themselves up in their anti-atomic bunkers. They do not know it yet, 
but they will finish their lives, earthed up in these huge anti-atomic tunnels. Conceived for 
surviving, these tunnels will obviously transform themselves in their everlasting coffins.


The COVID-19 drives leadership teams accused of plots, in the bunker of Cheyenne 
Mountain Complex. Other elements of leadership and american military control are also 
isolated in an unrevealed 3rd location.

https://www.thedrive.com/the-war-zone/32777/covid-19-drives-command-teams-charged-with-homeland-
defense-into-cheyenne-mountain-bunker?
xid=fbshare&fbclid=IwAR26MuF5PujRe5wRCWPQcB7KTPYrBQC_3Z1liSXbLNoozRUS9j91wppxpVtE


Question to the Angel : 
Did the lockdown therefore have its true reason for being ? 

You should take the lockdown like an experience of the beginning of the realities’ 
separation. Because by supposing that you are unaware of your own point of view over 
reality which surrounds you, or if you repress your values because of a speech which is 
imposed to you, you would expose yourselves to a much more elevated risk, which, in the 
long term, would be much more deadly that any virus observed until now.


This risk is the soul and consciousness death, which is much more dangerous than the 
death risks linked to the pandemic and lockdown. As the Knowledge increase process 
through the exchange of information between people, would have reinforced their belief 
centre. And making the most of this pause moment, in order to learn to think, could have 
changed a great deal of their destiny.
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This death of the soul, is a very slow death. As the death of consciousness or death of 
your ability of critical reflexion, will finally represent the death of all your values that you 
had cultivated during your incarnations. And it is this inversion of your values which would 
make your soul fall in the “hell’s limbos”.


But as you learn more and more to become waterproofed to the propaganda which is 
imposed on you on the internet all day long, you literally become immune against this 
vast undertaking of the human’s spirit repression.


In your world’s reality, lockdown has therefore served to generate a first separation, a 
border between the fearful people and those who, initiated by their soul, have been 
keeping faith. The distance imposed by the lockdown, even if it was clearly superficial, 
established a first separation in the individuals’ consciousnesses. It indicated a real 
separation of the forces of vibratory resonance between one another.


Because by staying locked down, by fear of being contaminated by the virus, the ignorant 
and afraid individuals have well obviously prevented themselves from being in full 
possession of precious information, even of the peoples’ vibratory resonance who were 
aware of the reality behind the curtains. Then again, these last ones were preserved in 
some sort of way from the energetical parasites, who, in a normal period of time, could 
have plugged an energy connecting conduct on them.


On another level of this game, the members of the Illuminati STS corpus, catching sight 
that the control and mainly the objective of their “viral pandemic” were escaping from 
them, they were obliged to find all the possible stratagems in order to stop the pandemic 
which they had triggered themselves. And ready to do anything in order to stop its 
spread, they will probably attempt to lock down the global population in their homes, by 
sending the armies.
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Be careful !

Hang out with open minded, optimistic, positive 
people can be contagious.

You might want to get out of the line and follow them.




In reality, the viral epidemic has produced the reversed effect of what they were expecting 
for. Cometary viruses having started to modify the humans’ genome, these last ones have 
become more receptive to the information coming from the informational field or from 
their Superior Self.


And thanks to the synergetic effect with the Covid-19, these cosmic codes have very 
fastly improved the genes of kindness and honesty, repressed since the dawn of time. 
People were therefore going to be more and more sensitive to the Service to Others’ 
ethics. Which obviously, was against the plans which the STS had elaborated in order to 
subdue humanity in 4th density.


You can therefore understand why the health authorities refused to authorise the 
detection tests and the masks’ delivery ! They could not allow themselves that the public 
caught sight of this hidden fraud behind this pandemic.


https://fr.sott.net/article/35163-Comment-la-France-se-prive-de-150-000-a-300-000-tests-par-semaine


Obviously, the health propaganda, letting believe in a dreadful number of victims, whereas 
the hospitals were not more impeded than during the seasonal flu, has only been 
manipulating the figures and information in order to divert people from truth.


https://www.reseauleo.com/coronavirus-phase-deux-elargir-arbitrairement-la-definition-de-la-maladie/


However, this gigantic stack of lies has a true reason for being. It also exists in order for 
you to see that it is about a true stack of lies ! Things exist in order for those who have 
eyes to see, can be able to see.


And in this world, the man who has eyes to see behind the appearances, has become a 
form of life already developed at a very advanced stage. He will soon have access to 
abilities which will be given back to him little by little, among others through the 
intermediary of mind-forms which are viruses. This very specific type of mutations 
incurred by the viral pandemics holders of new genetic codes, will propel him fastly in 
other realities.


Now, you must also understand that the people of the Service to the Self can not create. 
They were only authorised to modify, interfere or delete certain forms of life, but in no 
case, they were supposed to delete the human’s being’s freedom of living ! This universal 
law which they have fully made the most of, has not really been useful to them, as they 
have not managed to seize big lessons of the experiences which had been offered to 
them. But prisoner of the reptilian matrix of the Service to the Self during nearly 300 000 
years, the up-and-coming human of 4th density, on the path of the Service to Others, will 
learn to create new forms of life and will this time join, the community of the planners and 
creators of worlds of 5th density.
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Your world has been created by Love which is the true power of creation. And this is your 
Faith - the fact of being completely convinced about it -, due to a belief center built on 
Knowledge, which will from this point be the manifestation of the creative energy of the 
new human. And it is the power of Faith which will force the locks which registered the 
truth and which will open the doors of a new world !


Transmitted by Sand and Jenaël
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